
Early in January 2018 the Trinity College Trees team David Hackett, Olivia Hassett and David Taylor in 
conjunction with Conor Buckley and Colin Reid of TCD initiated an ambitious new study on the two 
large Oregon Maple trees in main College Square.  Both sibling trees were estimated to be over 170 
years old and were reported to be suffering from a fungal infection.

This 2018/19 project proposed to build on the research and success of their 2016/17 project, while 
focusing on the conservation research and efforts to keep these trees healthy.  Unfortunately in early 
June 2018 one of 170 year old majestic Oregon Maples collapsed, splitting into many pieces on the 
lawn of Library square.  The second sibling Oregon Maple tree had to be felled two months later over 
rising public safety concerns.

Various  wood  samples  were  taken from the  remains  of  the  two trees to  explore  their  structural 
integrity.  After reviewing the scientific and conservations reports it was concluded that both trees had 
become so brittle and lacking in water that many of the bolts securing the supporting cable bracing 
system  pulled  through  the  thick  limbs.   In  the  end  there  just  wasn't  enough  water  in  their 
transpiration systems to ensure the structural stability of the trees. 

The team then decided to re-focus the direction of the project onto the two remaining Oregon Maples 
in  Trinity  College  Dublin.   They  also  narrowed  their  focus  of  exploration  to  the  scientific  and 
conservation research and possible  future outcomes of  the lack of  sufficient  water in  the Oregon 
Maples of Trinity College Dublin.

2. Outdoor Installation Parsons Building: Open 1st April - 3rd May, during business hours

As  with  the  indoor  exhibition  in  the  Parsons  building  this  outdoor  installation  is  inspired  by  the 
scientific research relating to the strength and integrity of the trees and the unique architecture of the 
Parson buildings.  The team chose this particular Oregon Maple tree to focus on because of its unique 
relationship within the fabric of the extension designed by Grafton Architects.

The installation of tube-like sculptures embracing the trunk of the Oregon maple are modeled on 
scanning electron microscope images taken by Colin Reid of the microscopic tubes that carried the 
water and nutrients up the Oregon Maple that fell in 2018.  See illustration below, tubes coloured in 
green.   Comprised of  laminated  layers  the  tubes  include  a  layer  of  imagery  from the  numerous 
scientific studies undertaken, another layer of plant material saved from the fallen trees, which has 
been embedded under layers of acid free tissue.  Finally the structure has been coated in an unique 
bioplastic protective layer developed in conjunction with Conor Buckley.  

The water retaining gel was added to the installation by the artist during a solo performance and also 
functions as an extra source of water for the tree.  During the course of the exhibition this water gel 
will inevitably weaken the paper tubes, which will probably buckle and disintegrate, reflecting the key 
concerns and research findings of the Trinity College Trees Team.  The tendon-like lycra sculpture, 
created for the 2017 exhibition and inspired by the cellular structure of the Oregon Maples was also 
used in the 2019 performance and has been added to the installation. 

This project was funded by Trinity College Performing Arts grant.  Many thanks to David Hackett for his help with the installation. 
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